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(U) Chapter 3 
Improved Worldwide Performance (1980s) 

(S//SI//TK) The 1980s can be 
characterized by relative stability ofthe 
collection resource set of facilities, but 
they had to co · he increasing 
SC t • 

an 

In 1980 DEFSMAC 
detected and repotted on -
missile and space events and issued 
over-epo1ts on those events. 48 

Figure 67 gives a historical perspective 
ofSoviet missile activities from 1945 to 
the early 1980s. May 18, 1980, marked 
the first test firing by the PRC ofan 
ICBM into a broad ocean area. There 

was I I 

1.4(c) 

(TS/ /TK) Fig. 67. 
Historical per

spectiv e of 
Soviet missile 
activities from 

1945 to the 
early 1980s 

TOP Secret//COMINT//TK//NOFORN//2029 1123 Page 41 
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sets back to NSA. By the end 
of the 1980s, DEFSMAC was 
covering-missile 
and space launches a year 
and issuing over prod-

withheld per E.O. 
uct repo1ts, including over 

TACREP repo1ts. 49 
Figure 68 shows the "tradi
tional Soviet and PRC missile 
and space launch and testing 
locations. Fi ure 6 shows 

13526 1.4(c)

(S//TK) Telemetry had 
a major role in monitoring 
the SALT/START Accords 
as it could verify the num
ber of reentry vehicles any 

missile was flying. 

(U) DEFSkIAC and 
Other management 

Changes 

(U) By 1980 the Center 
that was authorized in 
1964 and developed in the 
late 1960s and 1970s had 

Page 42 Top 1123Secret//COMINT//TK//NOFORN//2029 
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come a long way. Many of the people who estab
lished the center continued to grow as the Center 
grew, while some moved on to related activities at 
NSA or DIA. The "founders·· often gathered for 
DEFSMAC anniversary or other commemorative 
events. Figure 70 shows some of the key personnel 
in the development of the Center at such an event. 

(U) The decade started with Mr. ,James W. 
Pryde as director of DEFSMAC, followed from the 
middle of 1980 to the middle of 1983 by Richard L. 
Bernard, Roy E. Crippen from 1983 to 1986, and 

E.Crippen and (withheld PL 86-36/50 USC 36051986 to 1990. 

(U//FOUO) By 1980 there were well over 
people working in the Center from NSA and 
DIA integrated into three ·'directorates." ,James 
Pryde from NSA was the DEFSMAC director. 
Colonel .Joseph Wortman, USAF, from DIA was the 
deputy director. The Intelligence 
Directorate, headed by Dominic 
Colella from DIA, handled the 
repo1ting of events once the Current 
Operations branch did the initial 
reporting. There were three subdi
rectorates: Missile Systems (INM), 
Space Systems (INS), and Spacecraft 
Operations (JNO). The Operations 
Directorate was headed by R. Steven 
Smith from NSA. . There were 
three subdirectorates: Operations 
Resources Management (OPM), 
Target Development (OPD), and 
Current Operations (OPW) or "The 
Watch,"' where the twenty-four
hour-a-day operations were main
tained. The third directorate was the 
Data Systems Directorate or SY, 
headed Directorate, or SY headed byNSA. Its three 
subdirectorates were Programs Development 
(SYP), Operations Support (SYO), and Multi
Systems Supp01t (SYS). A small staff element com
pleted the organization. 50 An NSA "Manpower 
Stndy" in 1983 accounted for 130 people assigned 

(U//FOUO) Fig. 70. DEFSMAC pioneers 

PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 

(C) Fig. 71. Signifi cant participants in DEFSMAC operations 

(U) The general functions of the center had not 
significantly changed since 1964. The growth of the 
intelligence targets had changed and grown. The 
names of some of the significant organizations par
ticipating in DEFSMAC operations, or receiving 
DEFSMAC "product" repo1ts are shown in figure 
71. Some of the DEFSMAC products and services 
are shown in figure 72. 

1123 
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(S)Fig.72. DEFSMAC products and servi ces 

(U) The physical "plant" that housed the DEFS
MAC operations area, repo1ting area, computer 
systems area, and the resources management activ
ities had expanded in bits and pieces over the 
almost twenty years of the Center's existence. By 
the early 1980s, it was still functional but needed 
some major upgrading, such as raised flooring in 
the computer and repo1ting areas to better accom
modate increased automation. Only further incre
mental changes needed to be made to the "watch" 
area and t he communications areas. The figures on 
this page show the areas just prior to the 1983 mod
ernization. 

(S) •Fig . 7 4 . COMMS Area, View 1 

(S) Fig. 76. COMMS Area, View 3 

Page 44 -TOP Secret//COMINT//TK//NOFORN//2029 1123 
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(S)Fig . 77. PL 86-36/50 USC operations area

PL 86-36/50 USC 
Figure 77 is the operations 

management area, called the Analysis Control 
Center (ACC). After the modernization was com
pleted in early 1983, a dedication ceremony was 
arranged, as shown in figure 78, and was attended 
by Lieutenant General Lincoln D. Faurer, USAF, 
director of NSA/CSS, and Lieutenant General 
,James A. vVilliams, USA, director of DIA. figure 79 
shows the senior managers who officiated at the 
ribbon cutting ceremony for the modernized cen
ter. Figure 80 shows the DEFSMAC director's office 
after the modernization. 

(U) Fig. 79. Senior managers who officiated 
at the ribbon cutting ceremony for the 

1983 modernized center 

1.4(c) 

(U) Fig. 78. Dedi cation ceremony 

(S) ByBy late 1988, DEFSMAC had embarked on 
an ambitious project to expand and regularize the 
reporting ofselected Soviet
activity that could provicte suppo1t to U.S opera 
tions around the world. The effort was given the 
acronym OPFIS, Operational FlS. The effo1t would 

Top Secret//COMINT//TK//NOFORN//2029 1123 Page 45 
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require additional field analysis equipment at sev
eral of the overheads stems round stations. atthe 
SPACOL and PL sites. The 
plan also required additional automation within 
NSA and DEFSMAC as well. The effort was strong
ly suppo1ted by the U.S. Space Command. The 
repotts would be patterned after the SIGINT time
sensitive Tactical Repo1ts, or TACREPs. The plan 
was formally announced to the customer comm11ni
ty, and TACREP repo1ting was initiated in March of 
1989.52 The effo1t tapered off in the mid-1990s as 
the threat from Russia was reduced, and the Soviet 

(C)late In1982 the NSA "PROD" SIGINTIn 
organization made moves to centralize all SIGINT 
tasking into one organization, designated Ps . The 
W1 Office of Space and Missiles successfully coun
tered the thrust that would have had the W11 
Operations Resource Management Branch (OPM) 
absorbed into the Ps organization. The key argu
ment against the thrust was that missile and space 
SIGINT tasking needed to remain physically and 
organizationally close to DEFSMAC for effective
ness, and it remained in W1. (The same thrust was 
later made in 1992 when the "new W"centralized 
tasking into W9T7, and this time the thrust sue-

ceedecl, and the new W9T7 did include missile and 
space tasking.)54' 

ES} ln 1982 Lieutenant General .J ames 
Abramson, USAF, then Associate Administrator for 
Space Flight at NASA, visited DEFSMAC. He was 
shown and told about the U.S. ca abili a ainst the 

(U// FOUO) In 1985 DIA consolidated several 
functions within DIA to increase the visibility and 
suppo1t to DEFSMAC. what was formerly the 
Technical Collection Operations Branch, DC-7B, 
and the Defense Special Missile and Astronautics 
Center, DC-DS, were combined to fo rm the 
MASINT and DEFSMAC Division, DC-6.57 

AA By 1985 the W1 Office of Space and Missiles 
had fully solidified its mission and its organization 
had matured. W1 had several technical assistants 
assigned to the office-level organization, including 
the TEBAC chai rman. W11was the Collection 
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-tfrl Fig. 81. Growth of foreign missile and 
space activit ies from 1955 to 1987 

Management and Current Reporting 
Division and formed the NSA nucleus in 
DEFSMAC. W14 was the Space ·Division 
and W15 was the Missiles Division. W16 
comprised the Astronautics Research and 
Computer Systems Division, anct W18 
handled Special Projects, mostly telemetry 
analysis equipment. The W19 National 
Telemetry Processing Center (NTPC) pro
vided the processing of missile and space 
telemet1y signals and coordinated intelli
gence community participation in such signal pro
cessing.5R 

(U) In early 1989 DEFSMAC commemorated its 
twenty-five continuous years ofoperations with an 
anniversary ceremony and summary of its rich his
toiy.59 Figure 81 shows the growth offoreign mis
sile and space activities from 1955 to 1987. Figure 
82 shows Colonel Frederick Engleman, USAF (the 

{SJ Fig. 82. Commemorative cake cutting 
ceremony (1989) 

DEFSMAC deputy director in 1989), former DEFS
l\'1A.C directors Mr. Charles Tevis, Mr. Gordon 
Stark, Mr. ,James Pryde, Mr. Ri 
the 1989 DEFSMAC director, 
prior to cutting the commemorative ca e, ecorat
ed fo r the occasion with the special modified set1I, 
as shown in figures 83 and figure 84. 

(U) Fig. 83. Cake decoration 

(U//FOUO) Fig. 84. Special modification to DEFS
MAC seal for commemorative event 

(TS//TK) Byth-nofthe 1980s, DEFSMAC 
was operating over ' oint-to-point communi
cations circuits wit rea -time "OPSCOMM" capa
bilities to key worldwide time-sensitive collection 

l'Of4iECRET//COMIIHh'TIC-/II.OFORH/l:26:29 11-23- Page 47 
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locations c1nd to key recipients of DEFSMAC 
reports, pa1tic11larly missile and space launch 
repo1ts. Secure voice communications and satellite 
communications links p1jvidfJf(fNSA were also 
avm·1able, .me u mg the • i1•••fftlf;-f■I d" i• •: • 

conference ca abilitv between DEFSMAC the 

work ' was also available 
to DEFSMAC, as well as the GENSER and CRITI
COMM systems. The DEFSMAC communications 
by this time had grown to the point that a new and 
modern communications "patch panel'' was 
installed in 1989. 60 The original OPSCOMM com
munications patch panel that had been installed in 
1966, much modified, was replaced with a comput
er-based telecommunication switch. Figure 85 
shows the ceremonial cutting of the input cable to 

~:~l~~~~-~1•-~~l~~e ~=~~e~~~:~~C:~e;~~e 
cations project supervisor for the effo1t , and 1111 

-director, DEFSMAC. 

(U// FOLIO) Fig. 85. The ceremonial cutting 
of the input cable to the patch panel 

so it could be removed 

tSJ Also by the late 1980s, it was clear that 
expanding requirements and operational con
straints required a new and complete review ofthe 
DEFSMAC operations, pa1ticularly the communi-

cations and computer support for the center. An 
ambitious plan was created cc11led Pait 1, 1990-
1992, fol' the near-term improvements that needed 
to be made. This plan was issued in mid-1989 and 
indicated that DEFSMAC needed another forty
eight people authorized, eight from DIA and forty 
from NSA, and a significant increase in computer 
automation and communications developments. 6

' 

(Pait two of the concept covering Mid-to Long
Term Requirements would be issued in 1991 and 
will be discussed in the next chapter.)"2 As a follow
on to Pait 1 of the DEFSMAC 2000 plan, the direc
tor of DEFSMAC met with the director ofDIA to 
personally request the additional eight "billets" 
from DIA. The reception initially was positive, but 
soon the end of the Cold War and the overall billet 
reductions that DIA was soon to receive meant that 
the DIA billet increase to DEFSMAC never materi
alized. c,s 

-E&) There was increased DEFSMAC suppo1t to 
USSPACECOM activities, incl uding NORAD, after 
USSPACECOM was formed in 1985. ct.1 When the 
MOA was signed, USSPACECOM was scheduled to 
put four to five people in DEFSMAC. As USSPACE
COM became fully aware of its responsibilities and 
developed its operating procedures, it became 
apparent that both DEFSMAC and USSPACECOM 
would benefit from having exchange officers. NSA/ 
DEFSMAC provided the first exchange officer 
to USSPACECOM under a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) reached in May of 1987. 
That position is still filled by an NSA individual 
with DEFSMAC experience. 65 (A more comprehen
sive MOU was to be developed and will be dis
cussed in the next chapter.) 

~Pait of the DEFSMAC operations "POI" 
function got easier in the late 1980s. With the sign
ing of the START agreement in 1988, the Soviet 
Union notified t he U.S. in advance of all ICBM and 
SLBM test launches. 6 

c, 
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s, severa asp 
lec. tion and proce. ssing

11ne y m ormabon as well 
manual work required to produce 

formation. One ofthe initial major 
.ailed .xample of 
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(ASAT) system being tested by the Soviets. The 
1.4(c) 

(U) G,-ound Collection 

~HIPPODROME In the early 1980s, the 
obsolete VHF antenna system and SHF antenna 

· · replaced by project 
hese are the subsys
d by the two large 

radomes in figure 88. Figure 89 shows the town of 
· · · · s the 

facil
ities at Smop. HIPPODROME was t e on y major 
missile and space telemetry collection facility still 
operated by the U.S., in this case the United States 
Army Secutity Agency (USASA), later to become 
the U.S. Army Intelligence and Secmity Command 
(INSCOM). 

~ECREfHCOMltff/lTl'm'NOFORN/12829 ~Page 50 
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(U// FOUO) Fig. 88. Hippodrome complex 

{SJ The other major ground locations were all 
operated by foreign governments as pa1t of bilater-

s ows p 
facilities as they appeared 
in the early 1980s. The 
addition of the trans-

portab~ ~-wm111•••r,
systems, ctiscusse ater 111 

this chapter, would add 
back a substantial U.S. 
presence to offset any 
problems that should aiise 
with the host counh·ies 
operating the-FTS 
facilities. The ' ov
ernment also operated 
some small remote FIS 
collection facilities under
thclilDJiilset of proj- (S) Fig . 90. Major ground FIS collection sites 
ects, discussed later in this 
chapter. 
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r view of the 
The outward 

appearance of the facility has not significantly 
changed since the installation in 1967, although 
many equipment improvements had been made to 
the antennas and to t he equipment inside the build
ing. 

:ror SEGRETHGOMltff/.'Tl<J,'NOFORNH2829 1~ Page 53 
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~ ) Fig.99.~afflJD 

for the s~med receivers that were 
preset to-elemetry frequencies. 

-fS)- a TELINT signal search system 
with an extended frequency ran e was built and 
operated for a short time 
look for 
that might not be heard at other ground sites. 

(S//ST) PL 86-36/50 USC In the late 1970s it 
became apparent that there needed to be "tactical" 
collection and reporting ofevents to the U.S. Space 
Command. A USAF, primarily Electronic Security 

-fs.:) Fig. 98.PL 86-36/50 .quipment configuration 

Command (ESC) - the successor to the Air Force 
Security Service (AFSS) - and NSAjoint effo1t was 
started under t he Tactical C1yptologic Program 
(TCP) to establish a set of QRC transportable 
telemehy collection systems that could also serve 
as "gap fillers" for the conventional major ground 
collection sites. The overall set of systems was 

he sites reported some results directly to 
AFSPACECOM as an input to the Satellite Attack 
Warning System (SAWS) and also collected teleme
tiy to support NSA analytic efforts. NSA assisted 
FSC in defining the systems capabilities and set up 
processing and repo1ting requirements and proce
dures for th t .I metry collection and field analysis. 
• : • • 

1 ission control was exercised by 
I 

the Ana ys1s an Cont rol Ce 
ad·acent to DEFSMAC.n The 

Page 54 =refl-6fCRET/iCOMllnt/TK11NOfiORNJl2029 Its 
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asure-
1988. 

as spon
sored by the U.S. Army Strategic Defense 
Command (USASDC) and operated by the U.S. 
Air Force Strategic Air Command (SAC), usually 
flying from Shemya Island to cover the 
Kamchatka Russian lCBM impact area. 7°' (With 
the reduction in priotity and scope of 

1 
ICBM rogram in the late 1990s, the • : • • 

scheduled to be convertel "to a 
onfigured aircraft.) 

(U) Deep Speice Collection 

1.4(c) 
With the closure of th 

USASA- and then NSA-operated STONE
HOUSE facility in Asmara, Ethiopia, in the 
1970s, NSA was dependent on facilities oper
ated by other countries where collection from 
Europe or Asia was needed. The previous 
chapter briefly discussed 'The Missing Link," 
a reference to a Soviet command link that wa 
postulated to exist to command their lane
tary space probes. ' 
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_1.4(c)-fSJ Th aircraft continued to 
be sponsored by SAC and operated by Detachment 
1 of the · · · 
Alaska. 
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(U) Sea-based Effo1'ts 

~ COBRA .JUDY staite 

(U// FOUO Fig. 107. COBRA JUDY 

:rov SEGRETI/GOMl~ITHTl~/NOFORW/2Q29 1m Page 57 
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([T) M01·e NSA and GCHQ Collabm·ation 

1.4(c) 
GCHQ had always been the 

er the closure o STONEHOUSE, 
as critical in covering 1.4(C) 

pproaching their mission tar
gets. In the early 1980s NSA and GCHQ dialog 
continued on the use of facilities for 

and 
an equipment upgrade was completed in 1984. 

1.4(c) NSA Office ofSpace 
and Missiles (W1), DEFSMAC, and U.K. collabora
tion continued in the 1 Sos on man fronts. The 

GCHQ,n~ 
~onsat
- at times assisted in the teleme-
t1 anal 1sis at NSA or at the site. Durin the 

GCHQ is also a full pa1ticipant, along 
with Canada, in several working groups 
(including TEBAC) on missile and 
space topics and has hosted several 
annual meetings for the groups. 80 

e 1980s location of 
facilities that con

o g ollection on foreign 
missile and space targets.-

(l.T) PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 

~The 1980s saw the rapid devel
opment of Intelsat, Soviet, and other 
countries satellite communications 
systems. The Soviet Union alone had 
eight types of communications satel
lites, many with multi, vehicles in 
each class. Severa~ 111=1• 1ffl$1ftetfll 
site locations and systems were added 
to those developed and installed in the 
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a· r 
sends an analyst t 
act as a focal point 
secure communications circuits are established to illlllll'nct to t he various air and sea platforms 

-l'OP SECRETl1CO~lll1TIITK/INOFORl~J1·2029 l4r3 

. 4'.iJ.~k;: . 
• • '· ,c: 

~ -:: 
4. -,.;; 

(U//FOUO) Fig. 111 PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 

T~lly 
responds, and - is 
often chosen as the focal oint for 
the 

When it is 
available and can reac the area in 
time, the OBIS (COBRA JUDY) 

(U//FOUO) Fig . 112,PL 86-36/50 is deployed. Figure 113, shows 
(radome at the bottom of the photograph) the OBIS platform with the 

COBRA JUDY phased-array radar 
at the right of the photo and the 
ntennas in the lllSJIIIIIIIIII 

heUSA~ 
ly 
o 

or rn ormation. A 1t1om1l 

TOP SECRET//COMINT//TK//NOFORN/12029 1123Page 60 
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(U// FOUO) Fig. 113. COBRA JUDY 

that are ex'])ected to participate. Figure 114 shows a 
trajectory ofan extended range test firing of an 
SLBM, and fi ure 115 shows a 

Pac ific Ocenn 

%) Fig.114. A trajectory of an extended range test firing 
of an SLBM 

·mp 6ECRET//COM1trn/Tl<t/NOFORH//2629 ~ Page 61 
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-t&-) Fig. 115. A typical array and positioning of the 
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· n conjunctio 
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ical set of assetsllKUI some cases existing facilities needed to be aug
nre- mented to cope with some of the newer telemetry 

transmissions from Soviet and PRC launches. 
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Project 
Year 
1982 
1984 
1985 
1987 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1989 

1.4(c) 

-f$i Table 3-2 PL 86-36/50 f forts in the 1980s 

ffGI/ Tlq Fig. 121. DEFSMAC 
primary SIGINT assets 

(U) Collecl'ion S11mmm·y 

p.:sgaq. The collection assets 
ii · F • • • 

1 • • 1 • : 1 PL 86-36/50 
'L 86-36/50 USC 3605 

EG}_ By the early 1980s, the wide 
an ay of ground field collection sites 
hat had been developed during the late 

1960s and the· 1970s was requiring 

(.:i=&H-fl<) Fig . 122. DEFSMAC pri mary 
SIGINT assets planned for the later 

part of the 1980s and 1990s (not al l 
of which materi al ized) 

fGl2.S£CRET//COMINli'ITIC//14OFORH//2029 11-23- Page 65 
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(TS/ /TK/ I NF) Fig . 123 and 124. Similar portrayals for the non-SIGINT assets 

more and more mamtenance effo1 
NSA had used "EDL," which by 
become GTE Systems - Sylvania S 
Western Division, to design, build 
of the 1 · 

' an severa o~ 
terns or subsystems at other locations.
NSA jointly funded an engineering consulting, 
repair, training, fly-away technical support, spare 
pa1t ", " · the con-
trac 3 In the 
late 1980s the o ,. na 
was changed to • · 
remains in effect today, some twen 
The individual depicted on th • ogo is 

PL 86-36/50 who sta1ted his career· while in the 
U.S. Army Security Agency atthe-ite, and 
then became an NSA civilian and fo r many years 
was responsible for implementing many TELINT 
systems modifications and expansions. He later 
joined GTE, now pa1t ofGeneral Dynamics and is 
responsible for supervising t he management ofthe 
-~ontract for General Dynamics. 
Mr.~ther example of someone who 
found the TELINT/ FIS activities a challenging area 
in which to spend over thirty years of his career. 

(U) FIS Signal Processing 

~l-f1'f· major effo1t was initiated in 
the early 1980s to standardize TELTNT collection 
data formats into the FIS Data Interchange (FISDI) 
format and t hrough electrical communications 

Page 66 'fGP.-SECRETi/eOMIIH1/TK1fl~OFORl~/l:!O:!!! 11-a-
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send the data to NSA as data fil es rather than the 
expensive, bulky and costly couriering of analog 
magnetic tapes. At the time the cost ofleasing (or 
owning) secure satellite or cable communication 
channels made the co ncept not feasible, and it was 
only partially implemented. 

-fS1 Several equipment configurations devel
oped fo r fi eld site equipment, mostly computer 
based by this time were needed to meet the 
increases in TELlNT ' 

(&-) Fig. 126 . illfll:quipment
1at the • • • s ite 

sor fo:.: 
.. 

other ' signals, was 
h . . 

Built by HRB, instal
a on was e aye severa years because of interna

tional policy problems between Turkey and the U.S. 
It cost over $6M and was finally installed in late 
1989. The system, fully occupying seven equipment :,· ~~ -: : t:~:~-= '. --"- ...

1.4(c) -~ r~tr.:·J . ~~- : ~ . ~~ 
1.4(c) tS.if,1 (t!it;,-•·.i~ l . . ..- • =:--:-;--

~ ~~~ 

1.4(c) 

~eld tel~meMiflfll~allpur 

mstalled 1t all. . m 1981 for . 
processing. (See figure 126.) • • 

-fSrThe • progral!l11g~;~pped 
the• · . . Analysis Systemlil!IJI field ·•1••_and~ed it at a~l of theW. s1tes.11!111(deployed m 1982) 
was one ofthe first field systems to prepare com
puter FISDI tape outputs, described below. s-i (See 
figure 127.) 

1.4(c)~)Initially used pro-fo 
~-197os, the DERF focus changed 
~in the early 198~ 
1980s DERF was targeting against-

~~a comP.··-sed proces-

•~ :vJ~ -:~' .· r;.. -
~-:?!:!-t. .: ,t;,1 ,·. 

.... 
. .!, '· 

~ ~. . -
- ! ~~~ , 

I 
' ,.. ; : ; 
l . --.·- . .. ..---- ~ 

(&-) Fig. 127. Thill]I 
s ignal processing s ubsystem 
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DERf PROCESSING FAC~LITV VAA 11 /7~0 

PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 

(U) Fig .128. DERF facility in 1982, using a VAX 111780 
as the primary digital data manipulator 

~ In 1984 the DELF teleme~ces
sor w~loyedto th~acil
ity in--- This processor, contained in 
six racks of equipment, provided an almost all-dig
ital and vet flexible signal processor for telemetry 

the Soviet 
ystems at 
equipment 

(U/ / FOUO) Fig. 129. DELF equipment system, 
including the storage disk drives 

was developed by FWS/EMR primarily 
to automatically produce TARs and 
FISDI data files. The systems can also 
produce data for EAR reports on 
unknown signal modes. Additional 

Jifp wMf. installed at 
1 1_;1;_;w• _;:. and at NSA 

in the NTPC. At t he NSA NTPC, the 
DELF was used in con "ttnction with 
PL 86-36 vu uvv vuuv to pro
duce TAR repo1ts and to develop soft
ware modifications for the field sites. 
The DELF equipment at t 
analyzed telemetry from 

nd first identifi d the use 

(U// FOUO) Fig. 130. DELF equ ipment 
operating console 
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(5) Souiet 1Um111ecl l'oice Processing 

{St The MSOC (Mnnned Space Operntion 
Center) was establ ished in DEFSMAC in 1981 for 
more timely repo1ting of Soviet manned space 
acti\~ty for both DoD and NASA requirements. 87 

High interest in Soviet manned fli ht staited in 

(TS11 SI) 
Fig. 132. 
January 

t hrough June 
1987 activities 

on MIR 

(U// FOUO) Fig. 13 1. MSOC logo 

(U) DEFSJH.-l C Compu ter Stat11s 

fe,-A number of major computer processing 
upgrades were in progress or completed in the 
1980s fo r DEFSMAC. The continued application of 
experienced NSA and DIA programmers fully 
integrated into DEFSMAC optimized this process 
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and improved mission performance. 88 Figure 133 
shows the major "Present" computer functions and 
projects in DEFSMAC in the mid-198os, and figure 
134 shows the "Futme" effo1ts that were planned. 
Appendix C provides a table that lists most ofthe 
major projects and systems developed or used to 
snppo1t DEFSMAC from the 1960s through the 

1990s. 

-fS-) Fig. 133. The major 
cornputer functions and 
projects in DEFSMAC in 

the rnid-1980s 

(U) Impol'tcmt ,-\rwlytic Re:mlts 

-fSj In 1988 the Soviets tested their space shut
tle "Bnran" with an unmanned launch from the 
Baykonur cosmodrome (called Tyuratam in U.S. 
classified repo1ting) with a recovery ofthe space
craft on a runway at the Baykonm facility. The 
So\~ets were so proud of this event that they pro
vided extensive newspaper and television repo1t
ing, and the FBIS was able to pro\~de an almost 
co mplete description of the event from these 

fBtFig . 134. "Future" efforts 
planned for the late 1980s 
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pa1ticipants in the exchange ofthe 
FIS material and intelligence prod
uct that was derived from the 
material. ln the early 1980s, the 
DCI formally approved the release 
ofsuch pe1tinent material and par
ticipants in the exchange of FIS 
material and intelligence product 
that was derived from the material 
In the early 1980s, the DCI formal
ly approved the release of such 
pertinent material, and-
became more actively involved in 

(~Fig.~ 
Shuttle,_ 

FIS activities.9° Figure 136 shows the growth of 
foreign missile launches detected by all of the 
somces available to DEFSMAC; the total reached 
almost ' ·n 1989. As shown in figure 137, the 

(TS//TI() f'ig.136. Growth of foreign missile launches. 
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TOF SECn~r 

$PACE LAUNCHES: 
t'L ... ~ -.. .:.l';'°:' o;.;-,_<"' y ... ·::. - ~;:._~=~ =:;°--:...·Z.....:"Z 

o LAUNCH RATES DON'T 
REFLECT FULL SCOPE OF 
ACTIVITY 

q 200 ACTIVE SPACECRAFT 
IN ORBIT CONTINUOUSLY 

= SUPPORT / MANNED / 
SCIENTIFIC / 
NAV / CALIMET/ GEO 

- COMMUNICATIONS 

i;:,; RECONNAISSANCE / 
SURVEILLANCE 

64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78 80 82 84 86 87 88 I 

--'fOF"'! 
>:/aod!e Wn IAI PH ICEVl!OLE CRaRR( 

(TSUTI<) Fig. 137. Foreign space launches detected by all of the sources 
available to DEFSMAC 

ne of the 
newest uses of the FIS exploita
tion ofSoviet satellite data was 
spearheaded by NSA(\'.Y1 · 
DEFSMAC during the ' 
' Thr 

ffSffSt} Fig. 138. DEFSMAC reporting 
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operations and/or repo"tts of Soviet BLINT or pho
tographic detection of these operations.""' 

(V) t980s Sununm·y 

~ The growth of foreign missile and space 
activities during the 1980s was significant. There 
were over 3,200 missile and over So space launch
es; DEFSMAC generated over 6,500 product 
reports on these activities. DEFSMAC provided the 
field sites with over 230,000 NORAD satellite 
ephemeris two-line element sets and issued over 
2,500 snpp01t messages. The FIS field sites gener
ated over 38,000 Telemet1y Analysis Rep01ts 
(TARs).95 

~ Providing the U.S. knowledge of Soviet 
· · · nee was 

ontributed 
mntion on this top1c ·om t en· coverage of the 
Kamchatka Soviet missile test impact area using 
telemet1y, radar and . In 1983 a 
complete review ofthe pa1ticipation 
was performed by the USAF with participation of 
all of the DoD users ofthat information. 96 Figure 
139 shows how this tliad provided geographic cov
erage of the Kamchatka impact area, and Figure 
140 shows the contributions these sensors made to 
key Soviet missile intelligence factors. 

~Another key analysis and rep01ting capabil

!f • , ...• • • A~ in the 198os was the1 senes of re 01ts. These
rep01ts, based on Soviet 
FIS data, ro·ected whe 
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-ts-) Fig.139. How telemetry, 
radar, and optical sensors pro

vided geographic coverage 
of the Kamchatka impact 

48-) Fig. 140. The contributions telemetry, radar, and optical sensors 
made to key Soviet missile intelligence factors 
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NOTES: 
*- Site sent 3A57 FISDI tapes which reduced analog tapes needed at NSA 
LSR - Launch Summa1y Report 
TAR - Telemetry Analysis Repo1t 
TRAM - Tracking Message 
Tapes Sent - Requested b NSA for t I I I . • I • 

1.4(c) PL 86-36/50 No data available for PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 sites 
(e.g. r'L c5b-..5b/:::>u u::iC 3605 

~ Table 3.3. Field analysis and reporting comparisons - 1988 

(U//FOUO) Table 3-3 provides an interesting 
compaiison of FISlNT collection and field analysis 
and rep01ting in the late 1980s. All repo1ts are 
based on NSA/CSS United States Intelligence 
Directive (USSID) 105 - Foreign Instrumentation 
Signals Technical Repo1ting. 

-€83 Lesson 1 - Centralized tip-off and col
lection coordination continued to be the key 
ingredient in gathering and producing suc
cessful intelligence information on missile 
and space activities. As the geographic locations 
used b the Soviets and PRC continued to row, 

even 
more reliance was placed on DEFSMAC to coordi-

nate the various data collection platforms to obtain 
optimum intelligence infot·mation and results. 

(U) Lesson 2 - TI1e engineering and oper
ational improvements made to almost all 
the FIS collection systems in the 1980s pro
duced a Yery robust collection effort It was 
achieved mostly by people and conb·actor teams 
who had "grown up" with the early FIS collection 
and could apply their knowledge appropriately. By 
the 1980s many people at NSA and other govern
ment and contractor teams that participated with 
collection and processing effo1ts in the 1960s and 
1970s were in key management positions. These 
people led effo1ts to efficiently and expertly develop 
needed FIS collection and field processing systems 
and procedures for the U.S., and in many cases for
eign partners', efforts. 
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the J)EFSMAC coordination role. 
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CU) Lesson 3 - Processing of telemetry 
FIS data obtained bythe various collection 
systems continued to be a teclmical and 
management challenge, despite continual 
efforts to improve the efficiency and effec-

the process. An effo1t (called'' • I
PL 86-36/50 to reduce the extensive number of 
large, heavy, and bulky magnetic tapes that were 
being couriered back to NSA and CIA by electrical
ly forwarding digitized data was found to be too 
expensive. Considerable effo1ts to improve the 
magnetic tape and information databases were 
implemented. In the end, only the demise of the 
Soviet Union brought a solution to this in the early 
1990s. 

ffS/ffl{) Lesson -1, - Too much security 
compartmentalion added complexities to 
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	sets back to NSA. By the end of the 1980s, DEFSMAC was covering-missile and space launches a year and issuing over product repo1ts, including over 
	TACREP repo1ts. 49 Figure 68 shows the "traditional Soviet and PRC missile and space launch and testing locations. Fi ure 6 shows 
	(S//TK) Telemetry had 
	a major role in monitoring 
	the SALT/START Accords 
	as it could verify the num
	ber of reentry vehicles any 
	missile was flying. 
	(U) DEFSkIAC and 
	Other management Changes 
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	come a long way. Many of the people who established the center continued to grow as the Center grew, while some moved on to related activities at NSA or DIA. The "founders·· often gathered for DEFSMAC anniversary or other commemorative events. Figure 70 shows some of the key personnel in the development of the Center at such an event. 
	(U) The decade started with Mr. ,James W. Pryde as director of DEFSMAC, followed from the middle of 1980 to the middle of 1983 by Richard L. Bernard, Roy E. Crippen from 1983 to 1986, and 
	1986 to 1990. 
	Directorate, headed by Dominic Colella from DIA, handled the repo1ting of events once the Current Operations branch did the initial reporting. There were three subdirectorates: Missile Systems (INM), Space Systems (INS), and Spacecraft Operations (JNO). The Operations Directorate was headed by R. Steven Smith from NSA. . There were three subdirectorates: Operations Resources Management (OPM), Target Development (OPD), and Current Operations (OPW) or "The Watch,"' where the twenty-fourhour-a-day operations
	(C) Fig. 71. Significant participants in DEFSMAC operations 
	(U//FOUO) By 1980 there were well over people working in the Center from NSA and DIA integrated into three ·'directorates." ,James Pryde from NSA was the DEFSMAC director. Colonel .Joseph Wortman, USAF, from DIA was the deputy director. The Intelligence 
	tained. The third directorate was the Data Systems Directorate or SY, headed Directorate, or SY headed by
	NSA. Its three subdirectorates were Programs Development (SYP), Operations Support (SYO), and MultiSystems Supp01t (SYS). A small staff element completed the organization. An NSA "Manpower 
	Stndy" in 1983 accounted for 130 people assigned 
	(U//FOUO) Fig. 70. DEFSMAC pioneers PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 
	(U) The general functions of the center had not significantly changed since 1964. The growth of the intelligence targets had changed and grown. The names of some of the significant organizations participating in DEFSMAC operations, or receiving DEFSMAC "product" repo1ts are shown in figure 
	71. Some of the DEFSMAC products and services are shown in figure 72. 
	1123 
	(S)Fig.
	72. DEFSMAC products and services 
	(U) The physical "plant" that housed the DEFSMAC operations area, repo1ting area, computer systems area, and the resources management activities had expanded in bits and pieces over the almost twenty years of the Center's existence. By the early 1980s, it was still functional but needed some major upgrading, such as raised flooring in the computer and repo1ting areas to better accommodate increased automation. Only further incremental changes needed to be made to the "watch" area and t he communications
	Page 44 -TOP Secret//COMINT//TK//NOFORN//2029 1123 
	PL 86-36/50 USC 
	PL 86-36/50 USC 
	Figure 77 is the operations management area, called the Analysis Control Center (ACC). After the modernization was completed in early 1983, a dedication ceremony was arranged, as shown in figure 78, and was attended by Lieutenant General Lincoln D. Faurer, USAF, director of NSA/CSS, and Lieutenant General ,James A. vVilliams, USA, director of DIA. figure 79 shows the senior managers who officiated at the ribbon cutting ceremony for the modernized center. Figure 80 shows the DEFSMAC director's office after
	(U) Fig. 79. Senior managers who officiated 
	at the ribbon cutting ceremony for the 1983 modernized center 
	1.4(c) 
	(U) Fig. 78. Dedication ceremony 
	(S) By
	By late 1988, DEFSMAC had embarked on an ambitious project to expand and regularize the reporting ofselected Sovietactivity that could provicte suppo1t to U.S opera tions around the world. The effort was given the acronym OPFIS, Operational FlS. The effo1t would 
	require additional field analysis equipment at several of the overheads stems round stations. atthe SPACOL and PL sites. The plan also required additional automation within NSA and DEFSMAC as well. The effort was strongly suppo1ted by the U.S. Space Command. The repotts would be patterned after the SIGINT timesensitive Tactical Repo1ts, or TACREPs. The plan was formally announced to the customer comm11nity, and TACREP repo1ting was initiated in March of 1989.The effo1t tapered off in the mid-1990s as th
	(C)late In1982 the NSA "PROD" SIGINT
	In organization made moves to centralize all SIGINT tasking into one organization, designated Ps. The W1 Office of Space and Missiles successfully countered the thrust that would have had the W11 Operations Resource Management Branch (OPM) absorbed into the Ps organization. The key argument against the thrust was that missile and space SIGINT tasking needed to remain physically and organizationally close to DEFSMAC for effectiveness, and it remained in W1. (The same thrust was later made in 1992 when the
	ES} ln 1982 Lieutenant General .James Abramson, USAF, then Associate Administrator for Space Flight at NASA, visited DEFSMAC. He was shown and told about the U.S. ca abili a ainst the 
	(U// FOUO) In 1985 DIA consolidated several functions within DIA to increase the visibility and suppo1t to DEFSMAC. what was formerly the Technical Collection Operations Branch, DC-7B, and the Defense Special Missile and Astronautics Center, DC-DS, were combined to form the MASINT and DEFSMAC Division, DC-6.
	AA By 1985 the W1 Office of Space and Missiles had fully solidified its mission and its organization had matured. W1 had several technical assistants assigned to the office-level organization, including the TEBAC chairman. W11was the Collection 
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	-tfrl Fig. 81. Growth of foreign missile and space activities from 1955 to 1987 
	Management and Current Reporting Division and formed the NSA nucleus in DEFSMAC. W14 was the Space ·Division and W15 was the Missiles Division. W16 comprised the Astronautics Research and Computer Systems Division, anct W18 handled Special Projects, mostly telemetry analysis equipment. The W19 National Telemetry Processing Center (NTPC) provided the processing of missile and space 
	telemet1y signals and coordinated intelligence community participation in such signal pro5R 
	(U) In early 1989 DEFSMAC commemorated its twenty-five continuous years ofoperations with an anniversary ceremony and summary ofits rich histoiy.59 Figure 81 shows the growth offoreign missile and space activities from 1955 to 1987. Figure 82 shows Colonel Frederick Engleman, USAF (the 
	{SJ Fig. 82. Commemorative cake cutting ceremony (1989) 
	DEFSMAC deputy director in 1989), former DEFSl\'1A.C directors Mr. Charles Tevis, Mr. Gordon Stark, Mr. ,James Pryde, Mr. Ri the 1989 DEFSMAC director, prior to cutting the commemorative ca e, ecorated for the occasion with the special modified set1I, as shown in figures 83 and figure 84. 
	(U) Fig. 83. Cake decoration 
	(U//FOUO) Fig. 84. Special modification to DEFSMAC seal for commemorative event 
	(TS//TK) Byth-nofthe 1980s, DEFSMAC was operating over ' oint-to-point communications circuits wit rea -time "OPSCOMM" capabilities to key worldwide time-sensitive collection 
	l'Of4iECRET//COMIIHh'TIC-/II.OFORH/l:26:29 11-23-Page 47 
	locations c1nd to key recipients of DEFSMAC reports, pa1tic11larly missile and space launch repo1ts. Secure voice communications and satellite 
	communications links p1jvidfJf(fNSA were also 
	avm·1able, .me u mg the • i1•••fftlf;-f■
	I d" i• •: • 
	conference ca abilitv between DEFSMAC the 
	work ' was also available 
	to DEFSMAC, as well as the GENSER and CRITI
	COMM systems. The DEFSMAC communications 
	by this time had grown to the point that a new and 
	modern communications "patch panel'' was 
	installed in 1989. The original OPSCOMM com
	munications patch panel that had been installed in 
	1966, much modified, was replaced with a comput
	er-based telecommunication switch. Figure 85 
	shows the ceremonial cutting of the input cable to 
	cations project supervisor for the effo1t , and 1111 -director, DEFSMAC. 
	(U// FOLIO) Fig. 85. The ceremonial cutting of the input cable to the patch panel so it could be removed 
	tSJ Also by the late 1980s, it was clear that expanding requirements and operational constraints required a new and complete review ofthe DEFSMAC operations, pa1ticularly the communi
	alized. c,s 
	-E&) There was increased DEFSMAC suppo1t to USSPACECOM activities, including NORAD, after ct.1 When the MOA was signed, USSPACECOM was scheduled to put four to five people in DEFSMAC. As USSPACECOM became fully aware of its responsibilities and developed its operating procedures, it became apparent that both DEFSMAC and USSPACECOM would benefit from having exchange officers. NSA/ DEFSMAC provided the first exchange officer to USSPACECOM under a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) reached in May of 1987. That
	~Pait of the DEFSMAC operations "POI" function got easier in the late 1980s. With the signing of the START agreement in 1988, the Soviet Union notified the U.S. in advance of all ICBM and 
	Page 48 -ror SECRET,'/COMINT//Tl(HNOFORW/2829 ~ 
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	s, severa asp lection and processing
	. . 
	11ne y m ormabon as well 
	manual work required to produce formation. One ofthe initial major .ailed .xample of 
	~ECRET//COMINl'/ITl(HNOFORW/2829 ffl3 Page 49 
	(U) G,-ound Collection 
	~HIPPODROME In the early 1980s, the obsolete VHF antenna system and SHF antenna · · replaced by project hese are the subsysd by the two large radomes in figure 88. Figure 89 shows the town of · · · · s the facil
	ities at Smop. HIPPODROME was t e on y major missile and space telemetry collection facility still operated by the U.S., in this case the United States Army Secutity Agency (USASA), later to become the U.S. Army Intelligence and Secmity Command 
	(INSCOM). 
	~ECREfHCOMltff/lTl'm'NOFORN/12829 ~
	Page 50 
	(U//FOUO) Fig. 88. Hippodrome complex 
	{SJ The other major ground locations were all operated by foreign governments as pa1t of bilater
	s ows p facilities as they appeared in the early 1980s. The addition of the transportab~ ~-wm111•••r,
	systems, ctiscusse ater 111 this chapter, would add back a substantial U.S. presence to offset any problems that should aiise with the host counh·ies operating the-FTS facilities. The ' overnment also operated some small remote FIS collection facilities underof proj
	(S) Fig. 90. Major ground FIS collection sites 
	ects, discussed later in this chapter. 
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	r view of the 
	The outward appearance of the facility has not significantly changed since the installation in 1967, although many equipment improvements had been made to the antennas and to the equipment inside the building. 
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	~ ) Fig.99.~
	afflJD 
	for the s~med receivers that were preset to-elemetryfrequencies. 
	-fS)-a TELINT signal search system with an extended frequency ran e was built and operated for a short time look for that might not be heard at other ground sites. 
	(S//ST) In the late 1970s it became apparent that there needed to be "tactical" collection and reporting ofevents to the U.S. Space Command. A USAF, primarily Electronic Security 
	-fs.:) Fig. 98.PL 86-36/50 .quipment configuration 
	he sites reported some results directly to AFSPACECOM as an input to the Satellite Attack Warning System (SAWS) and also collected telemetiy to support NSA analytic efforts. NSA assisted FSC in defining the systems capabilities and set up processing and repo1ting requirements and procedures for th t .I metry collection and field analysis. 
	• : • • ission control was exercised by 
	I 
	the Ana ys1s an Control Ce ad·acent to DEFSMAC.n The 
	1988. 
	as sponsored by the U.S. Army Strategic Defense Command (USASDC) and operated by the U.S. Air Force Strategic Air Command (SAC), usually flying from Shemya Island to cover the Kamchatka Russian lCBM impact area. °' (With the reduction in priotity and scope of ICBM rogram in the late 1990s, the • : • • 
	scheduled to be convertel "to a 
	onfigured aircraft.) 
	(U) Deep Speice Collection 
	1.4(c) 
	With the closure of th USASA-and then NSA-operated STONEHOUSE facility in Asmara, Ethiopia, in the 1970s, NSA was dependent on facilities operated by other countries where collection from Europe or Asia was needed. The previous chapter briefly discussed 'The Missing Link," a reference to a Soviet command link that wa postulated to exist to command their lanetary space probes. ' 
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	-fSJ Th aircraft continued to be sponsored by SAC and operated by Detachment 1 of the · · · Alaska. 
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	([T) M01·e NSA and GCHQ Collabm·ation 
	1.4(c) 
	GCHQ had always been the 
	er the closure o STONEHOUSE, as critical in covering 
	pproaching their mission targets. In the early 1980s NSA and GCHQ dialog continued on the use of facilities for 
	and 
	an equipment upgrade was completed in 1984. 
	1.4(c) 
	NSA Office ofSpace and Missiles (W1), DEFSMAC, and U.K. collaboration continued in the 1 Sos on man fronts. The 
	GCHQ,n~ ~onsat-at times assisted in the telemet1 anal sis at NSA or at the site. Durin the 
	GCHQ is also a full pa1ticipant, along with Canada, in several working groups (including TEBAC) on missile and space topics and has hosted several annual meetings for the groups. e 1980s location of facilities that con
	o g ollection on foreign missile and space targets.
	-
	PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 
	~The 1980s saw the rapid development of Intelsat, Soviet, and other countries satellite communications systems. The Soviet Union alone had eight types of communications satellites, many with multi, vehicles in each class. Severa~ 111=• ffl$ftetfll site locations and systems were added to those developed and installed in the 
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	PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 
	T~lly responds, and -is 
	time, the OBIS (COBRA JUDY) (U//FOUO) Fig. 112,PL 86-36/50 is deployed. Figure 113, shows 
	(radome at the bottom of the photograph) the OBIS platform with the COBRA JUDY phased-array radar at the right of the photo and the ntennas in the lllSJIIIIIIIIII 
	heUSA~ ly o or rn ormation. A 1t1om1l 
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	(U//FOUO) Fig. 113. COBRA JUDY 
	that are ex'])ected to participate. Figure 114 shows a trajectory ofan extended range test firing of an SLBM, and fi ure 115 shows a 
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	some cases existing facilities needed to be augnre-mented to cope with some of the newer telemetry transmissions from Soviet and PRC launches. 
	PL 86-36/50 USC 
	(l,T -tB,-) NSA often
	3605 
	· n conjunctio 
	Project Year 
	1982 1984 1985 1987 1988 1988 1988 1989 
	1.4(c) 
	PL 86-36/50 
	fforts in the 1980s 
	ffGI/ Tlq Fig. 121. DEFSMAC primary SIGINT assets 
	(U) Collecl'ion S11mmm·y 
	p.:sgaq. The collection assets ii · F • • • • • • : PL 86-36/50 'L 86-36/50 USC 3605 
	EG}_ By the early 1980s, the wide an ay of ground field collection sites hat had been developed during the late 1960s and the· 1970s was requiring 
	(.:i=&H-fl<) Fig. 122. DEFSMAC primary SIGINT assets planned for the later part of the 1980s and 1990s (not all of which materi alized) 
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	(TS/ /TK/ I NF) Fig. 123 and 124. Similar portrayals for the non-SIGINT assets 
	more and more mamtenance effo1 NSA had used "EDL," which by become GTE Systems -Sylvania S Western Division, to design, build of the 1 · 
	' an severa o~ terns or subsystems at other locations.NSA jointly funded an engineering consulting, repair, training, fly-away technical support, spare pa1t ", " · the contrac In the late 1980s the o ,. na was changed to • · remains in effect today, some twen The individual depicted on th • ogo is 
	who sta1ted his career· while in the 
	U.S. Army Security Agency atthe-ite, and then became an NSA civilian and for many years was responsible for implementing many TELINT systems modifications and expansions. He later joined GTE, now pa1t ofGeneral Dynamics and is responsible for supervising the management ofthe 
	-~ontract for General Dynamics. Mr.~ther example of someone who found the TELINT/ FIS activities a challenging area in which to spend over thirty years of his career. 
	(U) FIS Signal Processing 
	major effo1t was initiated in the early 1980s to standardize TELTNT collection data formats into the FIS Data Interchange (FISDI) format and through electrical communications 
	Page 66 'fGP.-SECRETi/eOMIIH1/TK1fl~OFORl~/l:!O:!!! 11-a
	.. 
	send the data to NSA as data files rather than the expensive, bulky and costly couriering of analog magnetic tapes. At the time the cost ofleasing (or owning) secure satellite or cable communication channels made the co ncept not feasible, and it was only partially implemented. 
	-fS1 Several equipment configurations developed for field site equipment, mostly computer based by this time were needed to meet the increases in TELlNT ' 
	(&-) Fig. 126. illfll:quipment
	1
	at the • • • site 
	sor fo:.: 
	other ' signals, was 
	h . . 
	Built by HRB, instal
	a on was e aye severa years because of international policy problems between Turkey and the U.S. It cost over $6M and was finally installed in late 1989. The system, fully occupying seven equipment 
	:~~ -: : t:~:~-= '. --"-...
	1.4(c) 
	J . ~~-: ~ . ~~ 
	1.4(c) 
	tS.if,1 (t!it;,-•·.i~ l . . ..-• =:--:-;-
	~ ~~~ 
	1.4(c) 
	~eld tel~meMiflfll~alled~ _ 
	mstalled 1t all. . m 1981 for . processing. (See figure 126.) • • 
	-fSrThe • progral!lg~;~pped the• · . . Analysis Systemlil!IJI field 
	·•1••_
	and~ed it at a~l of the
	W. s1tes.11!111(deployed m 1982) was one ofthe first field systems to prepare computer FISDI tape outputs, described below. s-i (See figure 127.) 
	1.4(c)
	~)Initially used pro
	fo 
	~-197os, the DERF focus changed ~inthe early 198~ 1980s DERF was targeting against
	~~a comP.··-sed proces
	(&-) Fig. 127. Thill]I signal processing subsystem 
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	··-·-··---. ----------------------
	DERf PROCESSING FAC~LITV VAA 11 /7~0 
	PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 
	(U) Fig.128. DERF facility in 1982, using a VAX 111780 as the primary digital data manipulator 
	~ In 1984 the DELF teleme~cessor w~loyedto th~acility in---This processor, contained in six racks of equipment, provided an almost all-digital and vet flexible signal processor for telemetry 
	the Soviet ystems at equipment 
	(U/ / FOUO) Fig. 129. DELF equipment system, including the storage disk drives 
	was developed by FWS/EMR primarily to automatically produce TARs and FISDI data files. The systems can also produce data for EAR reports on unknown signal modes. Additional Jifp wMf.installed at 
	_;;_;w• _;:. 
	and at NSA in the NTPC. At t he NSA NTPC, the DELF was used in con "ttnction with 
	PL 86-36 vu uvv vuuv 
	to produce TAR repo1ts and to develop software modifications for the field sites. The DELF equipment at t analyzed telemetry from 
	nd first identifi d the use 
	(U// FOUO) Fig. 130. DELF equipment operating console 
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	(5) Souiet 1Um111ecl l'oice Processing 
	{St The MSOC (Mnnned Space Operntion Center) was establ ished in DEFSMAC in 1981 for more timely repo1ting of Soviet manned space acti\~ty for both DoD and NASA requirements. 
	High interest in Soviet manned fli ht staited in 
	(TS11 SI) 
	Fig. 132. January through June 1987 activities on MIR 
	(U) DEFSJH.-lC Computer Stat11s 
	fe,-A number of major computer processing upgrades were in progress or completed in the 1980s for DEFSMAC. The continued application of experienced NSA and DIA programmers fully integrated into DEFSMAC optimized this process 
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	and improved mission performance. Figure 133 shows the major "Present" computer functions and projects in DEFSMAC in the mid-198os, and figure 134 shows the "Futme" effo1ts that were planned. Appendix C provides a table that lists most ofthe major projects and systems developed or used to snppo1t DEFSMAC from the 1960s through the 
	1990s. 
	-fS-) Fig. 133. The major cornputer functions and projects in DEFSMAC in the rnid-1980s 
	(U) Impol'tcmt ,-\rwlytic Re:mlts 
	-fSj In 1988 the Soviets tested their space shuttle "Bnran" with an unmanned launch from the Baykonur cosmodrome (called Tyuratam in U.S. classified repo1ting) with a recovery ofthe spacecraft on a runway at the Baykonm facility. The So\~ets were so proud of this event that they provided extensive newspaper and television repo1ting, and the FBIS was able to pro\~de an almost co mplete description of the event from these 
	fBtFig. 134. "Future" efforts planned for the late 1980s 
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	pa1ticipants in the exchange ofthe FIS material and intelligence product that was derived from the material. ln the early 1980s, the DCI formally approved the release ofsuch pe1tinent material and participants in the exchange of FIS material and intelligence product that was derived from the material In the early 1980s, the DCI formally approved the release of such pertinent material, and-became more actively involved in 
	(~Fig.~ Shuttle,_ 
	FIS activities.° Figure 136 shows the growth of 
	foreign missile launches detected by all of the 
	somces available to DEFSMAC; the total reached 
	almost ' ·n 1989. As shown in figure 137, the 
	(TS//TI() f'ig.136. Growth of foreign missile launches. 
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	TOF SECn~r 
	$PACE LAUNCHES: 
	t'L ... ~ -.. .:.l';'°:' o;.;-,_<"' y ... ·::.-~;:._~=~ =:;°--:...·Z.....:"Z 
	o LAUNCH RATES DON'T REFLECT FULL SCOPE OF ACTIVITY 
	q 200 ACTIVE SPACECRAFT IN ORBIT CONTINUOUSLY 
	SUPPORT / MANNED / SCIENTIFIC / NAV / CALIMET/ GEO 
	-COMMUNICATIONS 
	i;:,; RECONNAISSANCE / SURVEILLANCE 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78 80 82 84 86 87 88 I 
	--'fOF"'! >:/aod!e Wn IAI PH ICEVl!OLE CRaRR( 
	(TSUTI<) Fig.137. Foreign space launches detected by all of the sources available to DEFSMAC 
	ne of the newest uses of the FIS exploitation ofSoviet satellite data was spearheaded by · DEFSMAC during the ' 
	' Thr 
	ffSffSt} Fig. 138. DEFSMAC reporting 
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	operations and/or repo"tts of Soviet BLINT or photographic detection of these operations.""' 
	(V) t980s Sununm·y 
	~ The growth of foreign missile and space activities during the 1980s was significant. There were over 3,200 missile and over So space launches; DEFSMAC generated over 6,500 product reports on these activities. DEFSMAC provided the field sites with over 230,000 NORAD satellite ephemeris two-line element sets and issued over 2,500 snpp01t messages. The FIS field sites generated over 38,000 Telemet1y Analysis Rep01ts 
	(TARs).95 
	~ Providing the U.S. knowledge of Soviet · · · nee was 
	ontributed mntion on this top1c ·om t en· coverage of the Kamchatka Soviet missile test impact area using telemet1y, radar and . In 1983 a complete review ofthe pa1ticipation was performed by the USAF with participation of all of the DoD users ofthat information. Figure 139 shows how this tliad provided geographic coverage of the Kamchatka impact area, and Figure 140 shows the contributions these sensors made to key Soviet missile intelligence factors. 
	~Another key analysis and rep01ting capabil
	•, ...A~ in the 198os was the
	of These
	senes re 01ts. 
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	-ts-) Fig.139. How telemetry, radar, and optical sensors provided geographic coverage of the Kamchatka impact 
	48-) Fig. 140. The contributions telemetry, radar, and optical sensors made to key Soviet missile intelligence factors 
	NOTES: *-Site sent 3A57 FISDI tapes which reduced analog tapes needed at NSA LSR -Launch Summa1y Report TAR -Telemetry Analysis Repo1t TRAM -Tracking Message Tapes Sent -Requested b NSA for t 
	I I I . • I • 
	1.4(c) PL 86-36/50 
	No data available for sites r'L c5b-..5b/:::>u u::iC 3605 
	~ Table 3.3. Field analysis and reporting comparisons -1988 
	(U//FOUO) Table 3-3 provides an interesting compaiison of FISlNT collection and field analysis and rep01ting in the late 1980s. All repo1ts are based on NSA/CSS United States Intelligence Directive (USSID) 105 -Foreign Instrumentation Signals Technical Repo1ting. 
	-€83 Lesson 1 -Centralized tip-off and collection coordination continued to be the key ingredient in gathering and producing successful intelligence information on missile 
	and space activities. As the geographic locations used b the Soviets and PRC continued to row, even more reliance was placed on DEFSMAC to coordi
	nate the various data collection platforms to obtain optimum intelligence infot·mation and results. 
	(U) Lesson 2 -TI1e engineering and operational improvements made to almost all the FIS collection systems in the 1980s produced a Yery robust collection effort It was achieved mostly by people and conb·actor teams who had "grown up" with the early FIS collection and could apply their knowledge appropriately. By the 1980s many people at NSA and other government and contractor teams that participated with collection and processing effo1ts in the 1960s and 1970s were in key management positions. These peopl
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	CU) Lesson 3 -Processing of telemetry 
	FIS data obtained bythe various collection 
	systems continued to be a teclmical and 
	management challenge, despite continual 
	efforts to improve the efficiency and effec
	the process. An effo1t (called
	'' • I
	PL 86-36/50 
	to reduce the extensive number of large, heavy, and bulky magnetic tapes that were being couriered back to NSA and CIA by electrically forwarding digitized data was found to be too expensive. Considerable effo1ts to improve the magnetic tape and information databases were implemented. In the end, only the demise of the Soviet Union brought a solution to this in the early 1990s. 
	ffS/ffl{) Lesson -1, -Too much security compartmentalion added complexities to 
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